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Nelson Mandela led a long and remarkable life. From his earliest days herding cows in a South
African village, he became a child of privilege, a rebellious runaway, an impoverished student, a
father, a successful lawyer, a political dissident, a rising star in the African nationalist movement,
an underground saboteur, the chief defendant in three show trials, a political prisoner, a secret
negotiator with South Africa’s rulers, a Nobel Peace Prize winner, president of his country, and a
statesman who held South Africa together long enough to find reconciliation and the path to
prosperity.But despite all this, Mandela saw himself as a pragmatic politician with one fixed goal:
the end of apartheid rule in South Africa. Apart from that one overarching aim, everything else
was tactics. If non-violence worked, he was for it; when bombs and guns were winning, he would
use them, too. He started or suspended negotiations as circumstances demanded and ignored
grievances in favor of peace. If the cause required that he sacrifice his freedom and much of his
personal life, so be it. He was always focused on the prize, and, in the end, he won it – and with
it, the world’s adulation and the enduring love of his people. This is his story.



INTRODUCTION1: “TROUBLEMAKER”2: “WHERE DOES DADDY LIVE?”3: “LEADERSHIP IN
SEARCH OF FOLLOWERS”4: “AN OUTLAW IN MY OWN LAND”5: “LIFE! TO LIVE!”6: “IT’S A
TRAP”7: “JUST A MAN AFTER ALL”GALLERYSOURCESCOPYRIGHT

In the seventh year of Nelson Mandela’s captivity, a notoriously brutal commander took over the
prison on Robben Island. By then, Mandela and his fellow inmates had softened and even
befriended some of their guards. Working conditions in the lime quarry had grown less harsh,
and the inmates were allowed study privileges. South Africa’s rulers concluded that the
fearsome island dungeon was going soft. Colonel Piet Badenhorst was sent to whip the
prisoners back into line.Badenhorst transferred the old guards off the island and replaced them
with a new lot – younger, coarser, harder. The miserable food got worse. Cells were raided,
books and papers were confiscated, and many men were sent to solitary confinement.
Badenhorst singled out Mandela as the chief instigator and subdued and provoked him with
calculated insults as a lesson to the rest. One bitterly-cold night, the prisoners were rousted from
sleep by a gang of drunken guards, ordered to strip, and lined up against the wall of the outside
courtyard where they stood naked and shivering for an hour until one of them collapsed with
chest pains. Such treatment was routine.The prisoners fought back as best they could, filing
complaints that went ignored and smuggling messages to the outside world. In a daring move,
Mandela organized a delegation to confront Badenhorst. They threatened work stoppages,
slowdowns, and hunger strikes if he didn’t ease up. Badenhorst said he would consider what
they said and ordered no reprisals. The prisoners counted that a victory.After several months,
apparently in response to the smuggled messages, three judges showed up to conduct an
inspection. Mandela, as the prisoners’ spokesman, met with them under Badenhorst’s baleful
eye. As Mandela described the beating of a non-political prisoner, the commandant wagged a
finger in his face. “Be careful, Mandela,” he warned. “If you talk about things you haven’t seen,
you will get yourself into trouble. You know what I mean.”Mandela turned to the judges.
“Gentlemen, you can see for yourselves the type of man we are dealing with as commanding
officer,” he said calmly. “If he can threaten me here, in your presence, you can imagine what he
does when you are not here.” The judges agreed. Within three months, Badenhorst was
transferred.A few days before Badenhorst left, Mandela was again summoned to tell the colonel
and South Africa’s commissioner of prisons if the prisoners had other complaints. Mandela ran
down his list. When he finished, Badenhorst spoke “like a human being and showed a side of
himself we had never seen before.” The commandant told Mandela he would soon be leaving
and added, to Mandela’s astonishment, “I just want to wish you people good luck.”Mandela
thought about that for a long time. He concluded that Badenhorst wasn’t evil but merely
corrupted by an inhuman system that rewarded brutality. It was a reminder, Mandela later wrote,
that “All men, even the most seemingly cold-blooded, have a core of decency, and that if their



hearts are touched, they are capable of changing.”Mandela’s experiences and his thoughtful
conclusion go a long way toward explaining his near-miraculous success in leading the
liberation of his people, ending the vicious system of , and ultimately reconciling black South
Africans with their white oppressors. With his tenacity, courage, and coolness, Mandela
confronted power with no better weapons than his words, logic, and deep sense of optimism.
But the crucial ingredient of his faith was Mandela’s certainty that even the worst of people can
be redeemed – and his willingness to acknowledge even fleeting kindness from his
tormentor.Nelson Mandela’s long life was a most remarkable one. From a barefoot child herding
cows in a South African village, he became a child of privilege; a rebellious runaway; an
impoverished student and father; a successful lawyer; a political idealist and dissident; a rising
star in the African nationalist movement; an underground saboteur; the chief defendant in three
show trials; a political prisoner; a secret negotiator with South Africa’s rulers; a Nobel Peace
Prize and president of his country; and an international statesman who held South Africa
together long enough to find reconciliation and the path to prosperity.But this is Mandela as seen
from the outside; some of it is illusion. He saw himself as a pragmatic politician with one fixed
goal: the end of white supremacy through votes for everyone. He knew fear and bitterness and
often regretted his mistakes, but he learned to hide and subdue his feelings in order to reach his
goal. Apart from that one overarching aim, everything else was tactics. If non-violence worked,
he was for it; when bombs and guns were winning, he would use them, too. He started or
suspended negotiations as the situation demanded and ignored grievances in favor of peace. If
the cause required that he sacrifice his freedom and much of his personal life, well, so be it. He
was always focused on the prize, and, in the end, he won it – and with it, the world’s adulation
and the enduring love of his people. This is his story.

In Nelson Mandela’s memory, his boyhood was idyllic. He lived in his mother’s house, a dirt-
floored thatched hut in the tiny village of Qunu, in the district some 550 miles south of
Johannesburg. The villagers grew or raised everything they ate and wore - from beans,
pumpkins, sorghum, and the maize used to make mealie pap (a kind of corn pudding) to sheep,
goats, and cows that provided meat, milk, and hides. Mandela played on the with the other
village boys, gathering wild honey, swimming in clear streams, and drinking milk straight from
the cow. He herded calves and sheep and learned the art of leading from the back - ambling
behind the animals, subtly steering them in the direction he chose. The technique stayed with
him. “It is wise,” he said decades later, “to persuade people to do things and make them think it
was their own idea.”On July 18, 1918, Nelson Mandela was born in the village of Mvesa, on the
banks of the winding Mbashe River, where life was lived much as it had been for hundreds of
years. He was part of a royal family. His great-grandfather, Ngubengcuka, had united the tribe of
the nation and had become their king. But Nelson’s grandfather, Mandela, was the son of one of
the king’s lesser wives from a so-called left-hand house; he and his line were ineligible to rule
and could only counsel the king. Nelson’s father, the tall and stately Gadla Henry



Mphakanyiswa, served as chief of the village of Mvezo and counselor to King Jongilezwe
Dalindyebo. But the white government of South Africa maintained that tribal officials be ratified
by the local white magistrate, and the proud Gadla considered that requirement an
encroachment on tribal authority. He infuriated the magistrate in Mvezo by refusing to show up at
a hearing to answer a complaint. Accusing him of corruption, the magistrate ousted Gadla, who
subsequently lost most of his land, herd, and income.Gadla had four wives, and his fall from
grace brought hard times for them. To be near relatives, Nelson’s mother, Nosekeni Fanny,
moved to Qunu, a village of a few hundred people in a narrow, grassy valley dotted by beehive-
shaped mud huts.A Christian convert, Nosekeni sent her son to a Methodist school when he
was seven. Though his father had named him Rolihlahla, a Xhosa colloquialism meaning
“shaker of trees: a troublemaker,” the schoolteacher called him Nelson. “Whites were either
unable or unwilling to pronounce an African name and considered it uncivilized to have one,”
Mandela later wrote. “Why she bestowed this particular name on me I have no idea.”Two years
later, Nelson’s father died of an undiagnosed lung ailment. Soon afterward, Nosekeni Fanny told
her son that he would be leaving Qunu. Keeping with the tribe’s tradition of obedience, he didn’t
question where he was going or why. After a hot day’s walk, his mother left him at Mqhekesweni,
known to the Thembu people as the Great Place, and home of the royal palace of Chief
Jongintaba Dalindyebo, then acting regent of the tribe. Jongintaba had become Nelson’s
guardian and would raise him as his own son.Years later Mandela discovered why his life had
been transformed. When the Thembu king Jongilezwe Dalindyebo died in the 1920s, his son
Sabata was too young to take the throne and there had been a dispute as to which of
Dalindyebo’s three older sons should serve as regent until Sabata came of age. Gadla, Nelson’s
father, recommended Jongintaba, despite the fact that his mother came from a lesser house.
Gadla held that Jongintaba was the best educated of the three and would be a good mentor to
Sabata. After some argument, the tribe agreed. Now Gadla was dead, and Jongintaba was
returning the favor.The Great Place was magical, combining Western-style houses with African
beehive-shaped huts. The men wore Western suits, and the women dressed in long skirts and
high-necked blouses like missionary wives. Mandela went to the nearby Methodist school and
worked as a plowboy, wagon guide, and shepherd. He was a brother to Jongintaba’s son Justice
and daughter Nomafu. The regent provided discipline, affection, and lessons in leadership at the
frequent tribal meetings held in the palace courtyard.Any Thembu man could attend such
meetings, and many did. Mandela was startled by the blunt criticism the regent received - and
tolerated. Jongintaba sat silently until every man had his say. After patiently listening for many
hours, the regent would sum up the arguments and subtly guide the discussion toward a
consensus. But he forced no decisions; if agreement couldn’t be reached, another meeting
would be called. It was yet another way of leading from the back.Mandela was taught African
history and took an interest in African nationalism, listening to the stories of the chiefs and
headmen who came to the Great Place to adjudicate disputes. They told of warriors all over the
region who had fought Western colonization. One elderly chief, Zwelibhangile Joyi, was



especially eloquent, assailing the white man for dividing blacks and trying to foist off as their true
chief. She brought nothing but misery and perfidy, Joyi said. His stories, Mandela wrote, “made
me feel angry and cheated, as though I had already been robbed of my own birthright.”At the
age of sixteen, after the elaborate circumcision ritual that turned a Xhosa boy into a man,
Mandela followed his older foster brother Justice to the Clarkebury Boarding Institute, which
offered the best education open to black Africans in the Thembu district.By his own admission,
Mandela had become “a bit stuck up” because of his royal lineage and privileged life in the Great
Place. At Clarkebury, he was a bumpkin who had to learn to wear shoes and catch up with other
students both in class and on the playing fields. Never a brilliant student, Mandela struggled all
his life to pass tests, but he began the dogged work habits that carried him through. He finished
his three-year junior certificate in two.Mandela also found his first girlfriend, a fellow student who
became the model for all his future relationships with women: “With a woman, I found I could let
my hair down and confess to weaknesses I would never reveal to another man.” He worked in
the garden of headmaster Reverend C. Harris, a kind but outwardly-stern disciplinarian who was
dedicated to teaching blacks. From Harris and his wife, Mandela got his first intimate sense of
the life of a white family. For the first time, he was taught by people with college degrees - some
of them black Africans - and he was impressed by one black teacher, Ben Mahlasela, who was
confident enough to disagree openly with the headmaster.When he left Clarkebury, Mandela
imagined his life would be in Thembuland as a counselor to the king. His horizon widened,
however, when he moved on to Healdtown, the Methodist university where Thembu royals were
educated. The principal, Arthur Wellington, was a descendant of the at , and the students were
indoctrinated in the superiority of all things British. “We were taught – and believed – that the
best ideas were English ideas,” Mandela wrote, “the best government was English government,
and the best men were Englishmen.” It was here that Mandela made his first friend who wasn’t a
Xhosa and met a teacher who had married outside his tribe. “I began to sense my identity as an
African, not just a Thembu or even a Xhosa,” he recalled.Mandela was made a prefect, helping
to supervise and discipline his fellow students. One rainy night several students chose to urinate
from the veranda onto the bushes below rather than walk to the outhouse. Mandela wrote fifteen
of them up for punishment the next morning. He caught another only to discover that the culprit
was a fellow prefect. “The prefect was above the law because he was the law,” Mandela wrote,
“and one prefect was not supposed to report another. But I did not think it fair to avoid reporting
the prefect and mark down fifteen others.” In the end, he tore up his list and reported none of
them – a pragmatic compromise that would prove prophetic in his future career.From Healdtown,
Mandela moved to the University of Fort Hare, an elite black institution where he expected to get
a Bachelor of Arts degree in two years. His life’s goal had changed. Besides being a tribal
counselor, he wanted to become a translator in South Africa’s Native Affairs office, one of the
most prestigious jobs in the country open to blacks. It was 1939, in the early days of , and
Mandela, still a fan of all things British, became a passionate advocate of the Allied war effort.He
won his first battle with authority as a freshman when he instigated a rebellion against the



seniors for bullying. But at the end of that year, after being elected a member of the Student
Representative Council, Mandela resigned on principle: In a protest against the school’s skimpy
food offerings, he and most of the other students boycotted the election, so Mandela argued that
the vote was invalid. The school principal, Alexander Kerr, told him that his behavior was
irresponsible and threatened him with expulsion if he insisted on resigning. Mandela was torn,
but he thought he had a right to resign. In the end, Kerr sent him home, saying he could return
next year if he would take his seat on the council.Back at the Great Place, Jongintaba was angry.
He ordered his foster son to do as Kerr told him. Shortly afterward, however, the regent informed
Mandela and Justice that he had arranged marriages for both of them. The “bride price” had
already been paid.Under tribal custom, Jongintaba had every right to take such an action. But
both young men were dismayed. Their Westernized education had undermined tribal discipline.
By then, Mandela wrote, “I was a romantic, and I was not prepared to have anyone, even the
regent, select a bride for me.” When Jongintaba couldn’t be budged, Mandela and Justice fled to
Johannesburg.Most young black men went to Johannesburg to work in the gold mines along the
great , toiling deep underground for scant wages and living in bleak barracks under harsh
discipline. But as Jongintaba’s son, Justice was given a clerical job at Crown, the city’s largest
mine, and he convinced the induna, or headman, to hire Mandela as one of the mine’s
policemen. But after a few days, the brothers boasted of their cleverness to a friend who told the
induna that they had defied the regent at the Great Place and run away. Justice and Mandela
were promptly fired. It was April of 1941, and Mandela had no money, no plan, and no
prospects.Mandela found refuge in a cousin’s house, telling him that his real ambition was to
become a lawyer. The cousin took him to see , a young real-estate agent and community leader
who was to become Mandela’s lifelong friend and fellow freedom fighter. Sisulu introduced
Mandela to Lazar Sidelsky, a liberal Jewish lawyer and partner in one of the city’s most
prominent law firms, who agreed to hire Mandela as an articled clerk (in the British
Commonwealth, an apprentice lawyer) while he got his college degree in correspondence
courses at the University of South Africa.Mandela found lodgings in a dirt-floored, tin-roofed
shack in the black township of Alexandra, one of several in the huge and growing black colony
known as . His two-pounds-per-week salary was barely enough to pay for food and lodging, let
alone buy candles for studying at night. He went days with only scraps of food and often walked
the six miles to and from work to save bus fare. Sidelsky gave him an old suit, which, “assisted
by considerable stitching and patching,” he wore every day for nearly five years. His landlord fed
him a hearty lunch every Sunday, often his only hot meal of the week.Toward the end of the year,
Jongintaba came to Johannesburg and passed word to Mandela that he wanted to see him. The
meeting was cordial; the regent seemed resigned to his foster son’s independence and new
course in life. Now that Mandela was back in the regent’s good graces, the induna at the
Chamber of Mines offered him free room and board in the mining compound, saving him thirteen
shillings and four pence a month.At the law office, Mandela’s education continued. Sidelsky, his
mentor, patiently coached him in legal procedures and their meanings. The older man warned



Mandela not to get corrupted by politics. But a fellow articled clerk, Gaur Radebe (also a black
man, a rarity in South African firms) introduced him to radical circles. A self-educated firebrand,
Radebe was a member of the (ANC), the black nationalist group that had been agitating for
black voting rights since 1912, and a member of the Communist Party.

In Nelson Mandela’s memory, his boyhood was idyllic. He lived in his mother’s house, a dirt-
floored thatched hut in the tiny village of Qunu, in the district some 550 miles south of
Johannesburg. The villagers grew or raised everything they ate and wore - from beans,
pumpkins, sorghum, and the maize used to make mealie pap (a kind of corn pudding) to sheep,
goats, and cows that provided meat, milk, and hides. Mandela played on the with the other
village boys, gathering wild honey, swimming in clear streams, and drinking milk straight from
the cow. He herded calves and sheep and learned the art of leading from the back - ambling
behind the animals, subtly steering them in the direction he chose. The technique stayed with
him. “It is wise,” he said decades later, “to persuade people to do things and make them think it
was their own idea.”On July 18, 1918, Nelson Mandela was born in the village of Mvesa, on the
banks of the winding Mbashe River, where life was lived much as it had been for hundreds of
years. He was part of a royal family. His great-grandfather, Ngubengcuka, had united the tribe of
the nation and had become their king. But Nelson’s grandfather, Mandela, was the son of one of
the king’s lesser wives from a so-called left-hand house; he and his line were ineligible to rule
and could only counsel the king. Nelson’s father, the tall and stately Gadla Henry
Mphakanyiswa, served as chief of the village of Mvezo and counselor to King Jongilezwe
Dalindyebo. But the white government of South Africa maintained that tribal officials be ratified
by the local white magistrate, and the proud Gadla considered that requirement an
encroachment on tribal authority. He infuriated the magistrate in Mvezo by refusing to show up at
a hearing to answer a complaint. Accusing him of corruption, the magistrate ousted Gadla, who
subsequently lost most of his land, herd, and income.Gadla had four wives, and his fall from
grace brought hard times for them. To be near relatives, Nelson’s mother, Nosekeni Fanny,
moved to Qunu, a village of a few hundred people in a narrow, grassy valley dotted by beehive-
shaped mud huts.A Christian convert, Nosekeni sent her son to a Methodist school when he
was seven. Though his father had named him Rolihlahla, a Xhosa colloquialism meaning
“shaker of trees: a troublemaker,” the schoolteacher called him Nelson. “Whites were either
unable or unwilling to pronounce an African name and considered it uncivilized to have one,”
Mandela later wrote. “Why she bestowed this particular name on me I have no idea.”Two years
later, Nelson’s father died of an undiagnosed lung ailment. Soon afterward, Nosekeni Fanny told
her son that he would be leaving Qunu. Keeping with the tribe’s tradition of obedience, he didn’t
question where he was going or why. After a hot day’s walk, his mother left him at Mqhekesweni,
known to the Thembu people as the Great Place, and home of the royal palace of Chief
Jongintaba Dalindyebo, then acting regent of the tribe. Jongintaba had become Nelson’s
guardian and would raise him as his own son.Years later Mandela discovered why his life had



been transformed. When the Thembu king Jongilezwe Dalindyebo died in the 1920s, his son
Sabata was too young to take the throne and there had been a dispute as to which of
Dalindyebo’s three older sons should serve as regent until Sabata came of age. Gadla, Nelson’s
father, recommended Jongintaba, despite the fact that his mother came from a lesser house.
Gadla held that Jongintaba was the best educated of the three and would be a good mentor to
Sabata. After some argument, the tribe agreed. Now Gadla was dead, and Jongintaba was
returning the favor.The Great Place was magical, combining Western-style houses with African
beehive-shaped huts. The men wore Western suits, and the women dressed in long skirts and
high-necked blouses like missionary wives. Mandela went to the nearby Methodist school and
worked as a plowboy, wagon guide, and shepherd. He was a brother to Jongintaba’s son Justice
and daughter Nomafu. The regent provided discipline, affection, and lessons in leadership at the
frequent tribal meetings held in the palace courtyard.Any Thembu man could attend such
meetings, and many did. Mandela was startled by the blunt criticism the regent received - and
tolerated. Jongintaba sat silently until every man had his say. After patiently listening for many
hours, the regent would sum up the arguments and subtly guide the discussion toward a
consensus. But he forced no decisions; if agreement couldn’t be reached, another meeting
would be called. It was yet another way of leading from the back.Mandela was taught African
history and took an interest in African nationalism, listening to the stories of the chiefs and
headmen who came to the Great Place to adjudicate disputes. They told of warriors all over the
region who had fought Western colonization. One elderly chief, Zwelibhangile Joyi, was
especially eloquent, assailing the white man for dividing blacks and trying to foist off as their true
chief. She brought nothing but misery and perfidy, Joyi said. His stories, Mandela wrote, “made
me feel angry and cheated, as though I had already been robbed of my own birthright.”At the
age of sixteen, after the elaborate circumcision ritual that turned a Xhosa boy into a man,
Mandela followed his older foster brother Justice to the Clarkebury Boarding Institute, which
offered the best education open to black Africans in the Thembu district.By his own admission,
Mandela had become “a bit stuck up” because of his royal lineage and privileged life in the Great
Place. At Clarkebury, he was a bumpkin who had to learn to wear shoes and catch up with other
students both in class and on the playing fields. Never a brilliant student, Mandela struggled all
his life to pass tests, but he began the dogged work habits that carried him through. He finished
his three-year junior certificate in two.Mandela also found his first girlfriend, a fellow student who
became the model for all his future relationships with women: “With a woman, I found I could let
my hair down and confess to weaknesses I would never reveal to another man.” He worked in
the garden of headmaster Reverend C. Harris, a kind but outwardly-stern disciplinarian who was
dedicated to teaching blacks. From Harris and his wife, Mandela got his first intimate sense of
the life of a white family. For the first time, he was taught by people with college degrees - some
of them black Africans - and he was impressed by one black teacher, Ben Mahlasela, who was
confident enough to disagree openly with the headmaster.When he left Clarkebury, Mandela
imagined his life would be in Thembuland as a counselor to the king. His horizon widened,



however, when he moved on to Healdtown, the Methodist university where Thembu royals were
educated. The principal, Arthur Wellington, was a descendant of the at , and the students were
indoctrinated in the superiority of all things British. “We were taught – and believed – that the
best ideas were English ideas,” Mandela wrote, “the best government was English government,
and the best men were Englishmen.” It was here that Mandela made his first friend who wasn’t a
Xhosa and met a teacher who had married outside his tribe. “I began to sense my identity as an
African, not just a Thembu or even a Xhosa,” he recalled.Mandela was made a prefect, helping
to supervise and discipline his fellow students. One rainy night several students chose to urinate
from the veranda onto the bushes below rather than walk to the outhouse. Mandela wrote fifteen
of them up for punishment the next morning. He caught another only to discover that the culprit
was a fellow prefect. “The prefect was above the law because he was the law,” Mandela wrote,
“and one prefect was not supposed to report another. But I did not think it fair to avoid reporting
the prefect and mark down fifteen others.” In the end, he tore up his list and reported none of
them – a pragmatic compromise that would prove prophetic in his future career.From Healdtown,
Mandela moved to the University of Fort Hare, an elite black institution where he expected to get
a Bachelor of Arts degree in two years. His life’s goal had changed. Besides being a tribal
counselor, he wanted to become a translator in South Africa’s Native Affairs office, one of the
most prestigious jobs in the country open to blacks. It was 1939, in the early days of , and
Mandela, still a fan of all things British, became a passionate advocate of the Allied war effort.He
won his first battle with authority as a freshman when he instigated a rebellion against the
seniors for bullying. But at the end of that year, after being elected a member of the Student
Representative Council, Mandela resigned on principle: In a protest against the school’s skimpy
food offerings, he and most of the other students boycotted the election, so Mandela argued that
the vote was invalid. The school principal, Alexander Kerr, told him that his behavior was
irresponsible and threatened him with expulsion if he insisted on resigning. Mandela was torn,
but he thought he had a right to resign. In the end, Kerr sent him home, saying he could return
next year if he would take his seat on the council.Back at the Great Place, Jongintaba was angry.
He ordered his foster son to do as Kerr told him. Shortly afterward, however, the regent informed
Mandela and Justice that he had arranged marriages for both of them. The “bride price” had
already been paid.Under tribal custom, Jongintaba had every right to take such an action. But
both young men were dismayed. Their Westernized education had undermined tribal discipline.
By then, Mandela wrote, “I was a romantic, and I was not prepared to have anyone, even the
regent, select a bride for me.” When Jongintaba couldn’t be budged, Mandela and Justice fled to
Johannesburg.Most young black men went to Johannesburg to work in the gold mines along the
great , toiling deep underground for scant wages and living in bleak barracks under harsh
discipline. But as Jongintaba’s son, Justice was given a clerical job at Crown, the city’s largest
mine, and he convinced the induna, or headman, to hire Mandela as one of the mine’s
policemen. But after a few days, the brothers boasted of their cleverness to a friend who told the
induna that they had defied the regent at the Great Place and run away. Justice and Mandela



were promptly fired. It was April of 1941, and Mandela had no money, no plan, and no
prospects.Mandela found refuge in a cousin’s house, telling him that his real ambition was to
become a lawyer. The cousin took him to see , a young real-estate agent and community leader
who was to become Mandela’s lifelong friend and fellow freedom fighter. Sisulu introduced
Mandela to Lazar Sidelsky, a liberal Jewish lawyer and partner in one of the city’s most
prominent law firms, who agreed to hire Mandela as an articled clerk (in the British
Commonwealth, an apprentice lawyer) while he got his college degree in correspondence
courses at the University of South Africa.Mandela found lodgings in a dirt-floored, tin-roofed
shack in the black township of Alexandra, one of several in the huge and growing black colony
known as . His two-pounds-per-week salary was barely enough to pay for food and lodging, let
alone buy candles for studying at night. He went days with only scraps of food and often walked
the six miles to and from work to save bus fare. Sidelsky gave him an old suit, which, “assisted
by considerable stitching and patching,” he wore every day for nearly five years. His landlord fed
him a hearty lunch every Sunday, often his only hot meal of the week.Toward the end of the year,
Jongintaba came to Johannesburg and passed word to Mandela that he wanted to see him. The
meeting was cordial; the regent seemed resigned to his foster son’s independence and new
course in life. Now that Mandela was back in the regent’s good graces, the induna at the
Chamber of Mines offered him free room and board in the mining compound, saving him thirteen
shillings and four pence a month.At the law office, Mandela’s education continued. Sidelsky, his
mentor, patiently coached him in legal procedures and their meanings. The older man warned
Mandela not to get corrupted by politics. But a fellow articled clerk, Gaur Radebe (also a black
man, a rarity in South African firms) introduced him to radical circles. A self-educated firebrand,
Radebe was a member of the (ANC), the black nationalist group that had been agitating for
black voting rights since 1912, and a member of the Communist Party.Mandela was intrigued
with both causes. He had brushed up against the ANC several times at school, where some of
his teachers had been members, and his friend and benefactor Walter Sisulu was an active ANC
leader, but Mandela had been put off by its radicalism. Now that he had seen life in
Johannesburg, black nationalism and seemed more reasonable. He soaked up information and
doctrine at party gatherings and ANC meetings, but he never committed himself. Sidelsky
cautioned him repeatedly – and presciently – what would happen if he took up politics: “Your
practice will suffer. You will get into trouble with the authorities . . . You will lose all your clients,
you will go bankrupt, you will break up your family, and you will end up in jail. That is what will
happen if you go into politics.”Nonetheless, Mandela marched with Gaur Radebe to bolster a
bus boycott that Radebe had organized, demanding that a fare hike be rescinded. In spite of
himself, Mandela joined the cause: “I found that to march with one’s people was exhilarating and
inspiring.” Thanks largely to Radebe’s leadership, the boycott worked. After nine days, the
company cut the fare from five pence to four.After winning his correspondence-school Bachelor
of Arts, Mandela signed up to study law at the prestigious University of the Witwatersrand. As
the only black African student at the country’s best university, he encountered racism – openly



and covertly. But the school was a breeding ground for liberal values, and he met people he
would work with for the rest of his life in the fight to end white supremacy. Among them were , a
white communist, and his future wife ; , scion of an Afrikaner first family who would defend
Mandela in his treason trials years later; and Ismail Meer, an Indian-bred student activist who
introduced Mandela to South Africa’s Coloured (Asian and mixed race) community. Meer’s
apartment in Johannesburg served as a gathering spot for young activists who talked and
argued late into the night. When it was too late to go home, Mandela slept on the floor.He was
still working at Sidelsky’s law firm, and thanks to Gaur Radebe, finally got the signed document
that sealed his status as an articled clerk. Radebe told him that although the white lawyers would
never admit it, Mandela wouldn’t be articled as long as Radebe was around; Radebe was
experienced, with more contacts in the black community, and was already bringing business to
the firm from black people needing mortgages and other legal services. It was important to the
cause, Radebe said, for Mandela to become a lawyer so Radebe could quit and start his own
real-estate business to make room for Mandela to rise. Mandela protested, but Radebe left –
and sure enough, Mandela got his articles.It was a struggle to handle the work, keep up with his
studies, and indulge his growing activism. But he found himself growing ever angrier at the racist
system that imprisoned his people.Black Africans, officially called and colloquially insulted as
kaffirs, were segregated from birth to death in inferior neighborhoods, homes, schools, jobs, and
hospitals, and hemmed in on all sides by racist laws and regulations. They had curfews and
were required at all times to carry passes to prove they had a job open to blacks, lived in a black
neighborhood, and if they were in a white district, had a legitimate reason to be there. It was a
system designed to keep blacks forever in bondage.The slow accumulation of slights,
indignities, and insults took its toll on Mandela. “I had no epiphany,” Mandela wrote in his
autobiography Long Walk to Freedom. “There was no particular day on which I said, henceforth,
I will devote myself to the liberation of my people; instead, I simply found myself doing so and
could not do otherwise.”Walter Sisulu, reasonable and dispassionate, was Mandela’s principal
tutor. From the moment Mandela walked into his office, Sisulu said later, he was taken with the
younger man’s intelligence, his warm personality, and the magnetic smile that would become his
trademark. Mandela would never become a stem-winding orator, but he was what the movement
needed. Said Sisulu, “It was a godsend for a man like him to come along.” Sisulu befriended
Mandela and took pains to teach him about the ANC and introduce him to other leaders – “My
whole approach was to look for leadership, and I needed people of that caliber around me.” The
two became inseparable.
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Paulette, “If you want some history about the life and works of Nelson Mandela this book sums it
up.. I give this book a 4.5 stars. The book is more like a history read than an autobiography,
itgives you interesting facts in the life of Nelson Mandela, his political ideology, personal life,
influence and his legacy. A brave man!"No one is born hating another person because the color
of his skin, or his background, or his religion. People must learn to hate, and if the can learn to
hate, they can be taught to love, for love comes more naturally to the human heart than its
opposite"”

Great grandma, “Mandela was a very strong man. I am not a Liberal, but I admire Nelson
Mandela. I had no idea South Africa's Whites hated the blacks so much. I loved many of his
quotations. One in particular " No one is born hating another person because of the color of his
skin. People must learn to hate, and if they can learn to hate, they can be taught to love, for love
comes more naturally to the human heart than its opposite" .I so agree.”

Frank, “Gripping. A book that kept you reading. A great man who knew that the way things were
was not right. Because of his beliefs, he suffered and ultimately prevailed. A man who rose from
poverty and without close family in a country run by the minority, he demonstrated that with
perseverance, you can prevail. Great book, hard to put down. Highly recommend this book.”

Nadine B., “More like a history book.. I thought this was like a biography but it is more like a
history book. A little boring in the beginning, but it got better. I am glad there was a time line at
the end as some dates were unclear. I was under the impression he was negotiating while in
precision but after looking at the time line I see he was out for roughly 2 years. not a horrible read
just a little dry.”

Vicki, “Mandela. Donna Faulkner has captured the essence of the man, times and changes of
South Africa. When a person stands upon right principles and acts accordingly, their influence is
felt and prospers within their society and throughout the world.”

rcarter, “So glad I read this book. So glad I read this book. What a born leader. A man who knew
in his heart what freedom was and what needed to happen in order for it to be successful in his
own country. He went through so much in order to see success in the last days of his life”

David N, “a thoughtful book.. a thoughtful book. Gives a new insight into Mr Mandelas life and
tribulations within the prison system in South Africa”

Lenda1, “Five Stars. Very good read very interesting.”



good game, “Mandela. Brilliant read”

AJ, “mandela. Good account of the life of a wonderful man. Recommended reading for anyone
wishing to learn about his life and achievements.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 41 people have provided feedback.
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